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I have already submitted an online form and appended to that a piece I published during the fires on the 

citizen journalism website ‘No Fibs’.   I was unable to attend my local hearing at Cabbage Tree Creek, 

held on 19/03/20.  Missing that hearing, but hearing about it from others in my town, and conversations 

I have had with my broad acquaintance in the Far East Gippsand region about the fires, has prompted 

me to write an additional submission concerning forest management.  Critiques of local forest 

management seem to be a popular response to the questions of what caused this catastrophe and 

strategies for prevention against recurrence. 

I can only comment from what I know from personal experience and amateur reading of official reports 

in East Gippsland (I also lived in a timber region in Southwest W.A. in the late 1980’s).  I do not see 

healthy forests resulting from our regimes of management.  The extraction is rapacious and far more 

rapid than ecological recovery.  Mono-culture re-plantings are ecologically sterile, logged forest houses 

much less flora and fauna and has much less diversity, regrowth is patchy overall (sometimes good, 

generally ok and sometimes a complete fail), post-operations burning is unhelpful for most species, the 

price of woodchips is so low the industry is always desperate for volume, the number of and quality of 

saw-logs constantly diminishes: I’m not writing this to defend our current forest management regimes. I 

don’t doubt local stories of mismanagement have some basis.  But even multiplied many times over 

localised causal explainations focusing on local forest mismanagement don’t sufficiently account for an 

event that occurred in forests from Cape York to Perth.  The phenomenon was on a continental scale, 

not local. 

The general phenomena, vastly researched and documented, verified endlessly in every part of the 

globe, attacked relentlessly but still the champ, that we have known for decades would cause increased 

fire activity, is increased temperatures and general dryness owning to climate change.   The science of 

climate change has been savagely verified through this catastrophe, once again.  They were predicted 

repeatedly by Government reports and repeatedly ignored.  These bushfires were South-East Australia’s 

turn in the climate catastrophe zone.  We joined other drought victims, typhoon and hurricane victims, 

those who have lost lakes and rivers, Pacific Island and Arctic communities.    Our climate has changed, 

all the predictions were true, perhaps optimistic.  We are hotter and dryer than we were.  All our forests 

are now in the wrong climactic zone, all of them are too dry and too hot for them to survive where they 

are.   This is true of forests in the US and Europe that, being on the same planet, have also experienced 

unprecedented fires.  I note that they have very different forests and very different management 

regimes and it makes no difference.  



East Gippsland is no longer in the climate zone for cool, wet rainforest  One could say that this is the 

reason so much of Australia’s forests caught fire and burned so long and so hot.    The climate of Far East 

Gipplsand is now in, say, Northern Tasmaina.  The flora and fauna that lived here for tens of thousands 

of years is suddenly better adapted to living on the other side of Bass Strait.  Some species will not 

survive the coming hotter decade, others not the still hotter, next. On our current trajectory of 

temperature rise it is impossible that any rainforest can exist in Far East Gippsland after about 2060.  

Given that it takes mallee scrub 50 to 100 years to mature, that is the forest type we should be planting 

now if Far East Gippsland is planning to be in the forestry industry+ then.  (CSIRO MAP) 

The forest of Far East Gippsland, and S-E Australia generally, have been decimated by the increasing 

frequency of wildfires  in this last decade (coinciding with record low rainfalls and high temperatures). 

Parts of the Alpine region forest have been burnt and re-burnt so often now that they are in total 

collapse.  The flora and fauna we have known in Far East Gippsland is not coming back.  A much reduced 

version of it may survive for a few more decades but, because temperatures and dryness will increase, 

wet forest species cannot survive here in the long term: wet forest species will not renew themselves in 

dryer conditions and  existing examples of wet forest species will burn too often and too hot to remain.  

All the scientific community’s climate change predictions for this moment have come true so we must 

assume that their predictions for the future are also very likely to be true:  Australia will become even 

hotter, even dryer.  

Ignoring science (allowing right-wing ideology and the fossil fuels industry to dominate our politics) is 

how we got into this mess.  After such a dramatic wake-up-call surely we could avoid repeating that 

insane error.  As I read our current climate policy and bushfire responses, the concerted mis-information 

campaigns around climate change and wildfire, I cannot be optimistic.  It is madness to act as if bushfire 

recovery and resilience can be achieved without climate change at its centre.  The conversations I hear 

around the logging industry, eco-tourism, agriculture, infrastructure and housing all seem to assume 

that eventually we are going back to normality or that our goal is to strive toward some approximation 

of it.  Anyone with any scientific literacy (who’s not blinded by ideology) knows that this is impossible. 

At the current rate of heating, drying and burning the logging industry will not survive the decade.  It will 

certainly not be harvesting wet forest species.  If East Gippsland plans to be in the logging industry in 20 

– 30 years time it should be planting mallee scrub now.    Within a decade or two eco-tourism won’t 

have any great forests, or rivers, or recreational fishing to attract tourists.  We must expect increasingly 

large and frequent crop failures.  To operate at all dairy, vegetable and fruit growers will need 

extensively and expensively upgraded infrastructure for water and shade and water crisis is inevitable.  

Damaging storms are increasingly likely to damage public infrastructure (water, transport, 

communications).      

All this is well known and studiously ignored in our current discussions.  That was the basic recipe for our 

recent catastrophe.  It is, therefore, a reliable recipe for on-going disaster.  Every disaster movie begins 

with Government and industry ignoring a scientist.  We have been living in a movie just like that for 

decades now. 



 

 




